
Rahul Gupta
Software Developer

Creative and people-oriented Computer Scientist with keen interest in software development . Knowledge of data structures and
programming languages relevant to web and mobile application development.

singlar414@gmail.com

8950410672

Kaithal, India

rahulgupta1999.github.io/

linkedin.com/in/rahul-gupta-
449445150

SKILLS

Basics of c Java

Mysql

Data structures

Android studio

Web development

Htlm5 CSS3

Javascript

Bootstrap4 Linux

GIT Python Django

Leadership

Teamwork

Communication

INTERESTS

Sports

Volunteer Work

WORK EXPERIENCE

Technical Intern
Rakuten
01/2021 - 07/2021, Bangalore,India
Rakuten is a Japanese electronic commerce and online retailing company based in Tokyo

Worked as a full stack web developer

Worked with highly experienced IT specialist

Conceptualized, planned, launched

Android developer Intern
Impinge Solutions
04/2020 - 06/2020, Chandigarh,India
Impinge Solutions is a global IT solution company providing full-cycle services in areas of web development, mobile
app development

Worked as a android developer

Developed a mobile application using java and real time fire-base database

Lead in the development, and implementation of the application, layout and database design

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Bug Tracking Tool using C (08/2019 - 12/2019)

This project is a intended design of CLI based bug tracking tool based on client server architecture in which
tester report bugs or view status ,project manager assign developer and developer update status of bug

E-learning Quiz app using Python Django (06/2019 - 08/2019)
The project is a intended design of E-learning student portal based on MVC architecture on which teacher can
organize quiz,students can attempt quiz and generate scores

Social media web application using Java (06/2018 - 08/2019)
The project is a intended design of social media web app with suitable features. In which user can chat and
share multimedia content

EDUCATION

Bachelors in Technology
UPES - University of Petroleum and Energy Studies, Dehradun
2017 - 2021, 7.99

Computer Science and Engineering with
specialization in open source and open
standards

Senior Secondary Education
R.K.S.D Public School , Kaithal
2016 - 2017, 82%

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Courses
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